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Vital blood plasma production more than doubled: 
major project by ZETA Group 
GRAZ, Austria: Blood plasma forms the basis of many life-saving therapies and is also an 
important building block for future active ingredients in medical research. As the general 
planner for Octapharma, ZETA implemented an industry leading EPCM project resulting in the 
doubling of plasma throughput at the Vienna, Austria manufacturing site. 

 
The pharmaceutical industry relies on ZETA's many years of experience in production processes and 
solutions for life-saving blood plasma products. ZETA's extensive biopharmaceutical expertise in the 
areas of precipitation, centrifugation and mixing is in high demand, as is the gentle thawing of 
protein solutions. Octapharma, a leading global producer of human protein products, expanded its 
plasma fractionation production facilities in Vienna, Austria. As the manufacturer's general planner, 
ZETA led the major project to success: The plasma throughput has more than doubled in two 
expansion steps. In the first step an additional new manufacturing building was constructed, while 
in the second step, the new equipment was integrated with the existing production. 

Comprehensive expertise in turnkey project management 
Octapharma relied on ZETA's extensive planning and project management expertise and opted for 
implementation based on the full EPCM (Engineering, Procurement and Construction Management) 
model. “We worked successfully with ZETA on other large projects and because of our positive 
experience, we entrusted ZETA with the general planning,” stated Production Manager Albin Hauler, 
Octapharma, regarding the first-class collaboration.  

The heart of the project, the blood plasma processing plant, was planned and constructed directly 
by ZETA. As the general planner, ZETA was also responsible for all essential planning phases and the 
coordination of the trades involved. The spectrum included structural planning, construction, clean 
room, HVAC, electrical engineering, black media supply, fire protection and EMS/BMS. As the actual 
builder, as well as the general planner, ZETA demonstrates unparalleled expertise for complex 
turnkey projects. 

Scheduling to keep vital processes running  
A central requirement was to keep the current plasma production running on the existing systems, 
while implementing and integrating the new construction site. “As with all projects, strict adherence 
to the schedule is essential. ZETA always met our schedule and used the planned shutdown times to 
integrate the new equipment and processes into the existing production,” said Gerhard Gatterwe, 
Project Manager, Octapharma. 

Trusted partner for the global biopharmaceutical industry  
ZETA’s expertise could be in demand again as several important follow-up projects for further 
expansion are planned. “Mutual trust is high and the success of the Octapharma project is ultimately 
the greatest proof. We look forward to a successful future together,” says Johannes Koch, Associate 
Director Engineering, ZETA Group. 

https://www.octapharma.com/
http://www.zeta.com/en
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About ZETA 

With over 1200 highly qualified employees and 27 subsidiaries worldwide, ZETA specializes in 
planning, automation, digitalization, and maintenance of customized biopharmaceutical facilities 
for aseptic process solutions. ZETA is a one-stop-shop biomanufacturer, combining plant 
engineering and automation with HVAC and cleanroom design. 

ZETA is actively taking steps toward a more environmentally-friendly future for the entire industry. 
With ZETA's well-designed decarbonization and sustainability strategies, reduced carbon 
emissions and energy efficiencies can be achieved in biomanufacturing processes and facilities. 

Biopharmaceutical active ingredients, such as anti-cancer drugs, insulin, vaccines, and infusions, 
are produced in these highly complex, "tailor-made" facilities. ZETA supports its customers across 
the entire drug development and manufacturing pathway with sophisticated solutions from the 
laboratory to industrial production scale. Through its Smart Engineering Services, ZETA creates 
digital twins of process plants and is a market leader for digital solutions in the pharmaceutical 
and biotech industry. 

More info about the project. 
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As the general planner for Octapharma, ZETA 
implemented a superlative blood plasma 
processing project: The plasma throughput at the 
Vienna site has more than doubled. 

As general planner, ZETA was responsible for all 
essential planning phases and the planning 
coordination of all trades involved.  

https://www.zeta.com/en/newsroom/blog/detail/feature-article-from-blood-plasma-to-life-saving-medicine.html

